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Summary

•Models presented for 2023
•Justification
•Diagnostics
•Forecasts under Tier 3 Models
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Model Description and Justification



Three age-structured models were 
presented (in addition to Tier 5 model).

TIER 5 MODEL:
M13.4 (Tier 5 model)

AGE STRUCTURED MODELS:
M23.0
○Time blocked growth (1991-2003, 2004-2017, 2018-2023)

M23.1
○Time blocked growth (1991-2003, 2004-2017, 2018-2023)
○Time-blocked fishery selectivity (1991-2002, 2003-2012, 2013-2016, 2017-2019, 2020-2022)

M23.2
○Time-blocked growth (1991-2003, 2004-2023)
○Time-blocked natural mortality (1991-2015, 2016-2023)
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Kapur et al. (2020) growth analysis
Nested von Bertalanffy indicated change in L0 and K.
Only the K parameter was time blocked. 

Kapur, M., Haltuch, M., Connors, B., Rogers, L., Berger, A., Koontz, E., Cope, J., Echave, K., Fenske, K., 
Hanselman, D. and Punt, A.E., 2020. Oceanographic features delineate growth zonation in Northeast Pacific 
sablefish. Fisheries Research, 222, p.105414.
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Addressed a shift in the 2010s.
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Adding selectivity time blocks 
did not improve the model 
significantly.
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Kapur et al. (2020) growth analysis.
Only the K parameter was time blocked.



Time block on natural mortality

Time block on natural mortality was incorporated to explain the shift in the 2010s.

Pacific cod are sensitive temperature, which can result in increased mortality.

The break between 2015 and 2016 was justified by a 2-year lag from the start of the increased 
temperatures (2013/2014).

Time varying M has been implemented for GOA Pacific cod as a result of heatwave conditions
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Lemagie E. and M. Calahan. 2023, Regional Sea Surface Temperature and Marine Heatwaves. In: Ortiz, I. and Zador, S. 2023. Ecosystem Status Report 2023: 
Aleutian Islands, Stock Assessment and Fishery Evaluation Report, North Pacific Fishery Management Council, 1007 West Third, Suite 400, Anchorage, Alaska 
99501.

Xiao, D. and Ren, H.L., 2023. A regime shift in North Pacific annual mean sea surface temperature in 2013/14. Frontiers in Earth Science, 10, p.987349.



Model comparison: fits to survey data
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Model 23.0

Model 23.2



Model comparison: recruitment deviations
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Diagnostics
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Model 23.2 provides an improved fit to the data, as 
well as significant improvement in AIC
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M23.0 is long 
term average,
M23.2 is “base M”.
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Model 23.2 significantly improved the retrospective 
pattern.

Mohn’s rho = 0.06

M23.2

M
timeblock

Growth
timeblock

Mohn’s rho = 0.17

M23.0
Growth
timeblocks
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Discussion - Tier 5 vs. Tier 3 - pros and cons

• Tier 5 has been used since 2013
• Tier 3 provides a control rule
• Tier 5 model provides no information on B/B20%.



Forecasts and reference points
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Tier 5 Summary Table
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Specifying parameters for forecasting, Model 23.2

“high” M=0.487377

“low” M=0.319643

“base” M=0.403510

Model 23.2 Natural mortality time block
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Specifying parameters for forecasting, Model 23.2

“high” M=0.487377

“low” M=0.319643

“base” M=0.403510

Model 23.2 Natural mortality time block Model 23.2 Growth time block on K

“base” K= 0.194

“”low” K= 0.193

“high” K=0.195
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Reference point calculations and forecasts shown 
in further slides are not in the document

•There are many method for doing forecasts when you have time varying growth 
and M that can have large impacts on harvest advice.
•Different forecasts have been shown and an erratum can be provided that 
represent a reasonable range of forecasts.
•There are no clear guidelines on accepted forecast methods for what assumptions 
to make for NPFMC stock assessments given time varying biology. 
•Next, I show alternative methods for calculating reference points and completing 
forecasts that differ between 1) the range of years used to calculate reference 
points, and 2) the range of years used to select values for the growth parameter k, 
and M.
•These forecasts provide a range of forecast options and clarify the impact of 
alternative forecasts methods for AI Pacific cod given time varying biology. As there 
is no accepted forecast method at this time the selection of an individual forecast 
method for AI Pacific Cod would benefit from SSC discussion.



Specifying parameters for forecasting, Model 23.2
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Reference years 1991-2023 Low M, high K
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Specifying parameters for forecasting, Model 23.2
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Reference years 1991-2023 Low M, high K

Reference years 1991-2023 base M, base K

Reference years 1991-2023 High M, low K

Reference years 1991-2004 with base M and base K projection

The document conducted projections using different reference years.
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Reference years 1991-2023 Low M, high K

SSB40%
SSB35%

SSB20%
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SSB40%
SSB35%

SSB20%

Reference years 1991-2023 base M, base K
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SSB40%
SSB35%

SSB20%

Reference years 1991-2023 High M, low K
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SSB40%
SSB35%

SSB20%

Reference years 1991-2004 with base M and base K projection
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Tier 3 Model 23.2 represents the best scientific 
information.

This is assuming a normal distribution on the MLE estimates. This assumes 
all base parameters with 1991-2023 reference points. 

In 2025, there is a:
47.5% probability of being at or below B20%
41.6% of being at or below MSST.

In 2026, there is a:
47.9% probability of being at or below B20%
44.9% probability of being at or below MSST.

If model 23.2 were a true representation of the dynamics of the stock, and 
fishing takes place at the Tier 5 OFL in 2024 and 2025 of 13,812 t,
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Questions?
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Extra slides
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Summary table presented in the document, using 
2004-2023 for reference points, base M, base K.
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Model 23.2 summary table with forecast file benchmark 
years 1991-2023 and projection with low M, high K.
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Model 23.2 summary table with forecast file benchmark 
years 1991-2023 and projection with base M, base K.
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Model 23.2 summary table with forecast file benchmark 
years 1991-2023 and projection with high M, low K.
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Model 23.2 summary table with forecast file benchmark 
years 1991-2004 and projection with base M, base K.
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